If you wake at midnight, and hear bells and stamping feet,
Don’t go drawing back the blind, or looking in the street,
Them that ask no questions isn’t told a lie.
Watch the wall my darling while Holt Morrismen go by.
Sixteen hands with handkerchiefs, sixteen twinkling feet,
Flute, trombone, melodeon, mean dancing in the street,
Don’t blab to the constable nor ask the reason why.
Just watch the wall my pet and let Holt Morrismen go by.
[after Rudyard Kipling]

STUMBLING
CAVALIERS
Twenty years of Holt Morris
written by John Bond and members of the side

“[Morris dancing] is danced innocently by raggedy-bearded
young mathematicians to an inexpert accordion rendering of
‘Mrs Widgery’s Lodger’ ... it is never danced properly.”
[Reaper Man - Terry Pratchett]

“The flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing of
birds is come, and the voice of the MELODEON is heard in
our land;”
[Song of Solomon 2 12 - Solomon]
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FOREWORD
This year marks the twentieth anniversary of the formation of
Holt Morris. To celebrate this milestone we have produced this
publication for your entertainment and delight. For those
readers expecting a treatise on the techniques, style and
tradition of Cotswold Morris danced the Holt way then this
book is not for you.
For those wanting a light-hearted, tongue-in-cheek insight into
the world of Holt Morris then sit back and prepare to embark
on a chronological journey through 20 years of fun, friendship
and camaraderie that is the essence of Holt Morris.
What makes a group of fully grown responsible family men,
raising funds for Holt School Association, take up this ancient
English tradition for a one-off appearance, and yet 20 years on
still form the nucleus of the Holt Morris team - a team that has
gained a national and international reputation for their skill,
dancing style, energy and the unique ability to raise a smile and
spread fun wherever they appear?
Holt is one of only a few villages in the United Kingdom that
can in this day and age boast (if it so wishes) its very own
Morris side and that in itself contributes to making the
Wiltshire village of Holt such a fabulous place to live.
As current Squire of Holt Morris I take great pride in the
reputation achieved by the team through their dedication,
devotion to “getting it right”, ability to drink vast quantities of
ale, friendship, support and camaraderie and in no small
measure to the foundation and guidance provided by Peter
Smith.
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My thanks also go to John Bond, the driving force behind this
publication, and to each and every member of the team, past
and present, for their contributions and permission to print
some of the most protected anecdotes in the annals of Holt
Morris. We have had, and continue to have, spectacular trips at
home and abroad, laughs galore and oh yes, we do Cotswold
Morris Dancing as well!!
Now, sit back, pour yourself a drink and prepare to smile as we
take an irreverent look at the phenomenon that is Holt Morris The Stumbling Cavaliers.
Enjoy!

Bryan
Squire, Holt Morris, June 2009
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INTRODUCTION
In April 1990, the following cartoon appeared on the cover of
the village magazine in Holt, Wiltshire.

Inside the magazine, it was revealed that these were ‘Holt
Morrismen’, and the artist, local man Jack Thierens, wrote
“Along with many others in the village I am pleased that the
Holt Morrismen have got established.”
Mr Thierens added, “They may look like rugby front row
forwards, but they have fun and delight us with their ancient
art. When welcoming beginners last year, it was pointed out
that only men fit in leg and lung need apply - they were not
kidding! With bowler hats to complete the dancing kit, they
look the part. I wish them well, and a successful summer
dancing in the area, but wonder now whether they are in need
of a large first-aid kit, with an orthopaedic surgeon also
standing by.”
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An incredible twenty years later, and now simply Holt Morris,
they are still going strong. Six of the original members still
perform regularly with the group, and two musicians who are
still involved joined within the first year. Who featured in the
cover picture is still hotly disputed, perhaps not surprisingly.
The reference to the First Aid Kit has proved horribly
prophetic,1 but members have soldiered on valiantly to the
extent that in this twentieth year, the January issue of the same
Holt magazine carried the following fitting tribute :“[And] big thanks to Holt Morris. New Year[sic] would not be
the same without them.”
The reference is to the side’s annual Boxing Day performance,
which in twenty years has grown from a simple display on the
green, to a whole morning of dancing at various points
throughout the village, terminating in a half hour celebration on
the green, more recently with Bells Angels, Holt’s own
women’s Morris side, which sprang almost fully formed, in
2006, from the ribs of several unspecified Holt Morris men.2
What is the secret of the group’s extraordinary longevity? If it
could be bottled, Holt Morris are certainly the men to drink it,
so come on Waddies, there’s an idea for a special brew to
celebrate your own Morris side’s twentieth.

1
2

See Appendix A: List of Injuries
See Boxing Day - p 42
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HOW THINGS BEGAN
In the summer of 1987, after a very successful Holt Village
Primary School fete, and with a heap of burgers and buns left
over at the end, the then Treasurer of the Holt School
Association, Mr Peter Smith, formerly of Angel Morris, a
boisterous dance troupe operating out of Islington, London,
suggested to fellow HSA members that they all retire to his
garden, to polish off the surplus provender and maybe wash it
down with a drop or two of refreshment.
According to Mr Smith, several hours later in full Morris
dancing regalia and his cups, in answer to his guests’ gentle
“Let’s see this ‘ere Morris dancing lark then, matey,” and
accompanied by music from a cassette recorder, he performed,
entirely on his own, the ever-popular Fieldtown classic,
“Princess Royal Jig,’ a dance he had learned during his time
with Angel Morris.
Mr Bryan Baker, current Squire of the side, remembers it
slightly differently – “ I seem to recall it was a fairly drunken
evening, with all of us trampling the Smiths’ flower beds, a bit
like Zorba the Greek. Pete (“I am a Morris Dancer”) suddenly
appeared among us be-decked with bells and handkerchiefs and
proceeded to perform a solo jig (probably Princess Royal ‘cos
that’s the one he knows best!).
“After the rest of us stopped rolling around the floor laughing,
we decided there was nothing to this Morris dancing lark and
hanging on each other’s shoulders proceeded to demolish
Pete’s flowerbeds. The morning after, once the paracetamol had
kicked in, everyone denied that anything had ever taken
place.”3

3

See the official Holt Morris website
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Whatever the truth, the experience seemed to do the trick, and
Morris dancing was not heard of again in the village for two
years.
However in 1989, and finding himself now landed with the job
of finding some cheap entertainment for the school summer
fete, Mr Baker asked Mr Smith if he would mastermind a full
Morris performance by men of the village.
Confident of knocking the whole thing on the head4 while
seeming to be fully supportive, Mr Smith retorted, “Find me
seven men or more willing to be honed to the exacting fitness
standards demanded by modern Morris, and you’re on.”
The story goes that, far from being discouraged, men from the
village fell over themselves to join, thus initiating two of Holt
Morris’s most jealously held traditions, to wit a) falling over,
and b) injuring themselves and one another.
That’s one story.
The official website has another, talking of ‘severe arm
twisting’. Either way, violence is never far below the surface.
Rehearsals began in earnest on the 9th of May 1989, and were
held in secret in the school hall.
Although there were a number of skilled musicians in the
group, none was sufficiently familiar with the material to play
for dancing, so early rehearsals were carried out with Mr Smith
operating the cassette recorder and trying to dance at roughly
the same time. This involved a lot of running and winding
backwards and forwards, cursing and laughter. When patience
ran out with this elephantine procedure, Mr Smith hummed.

4

For 'things' actually knocked on the head, see photograph of Mr Neil
Brocklehurst and the blood-stained handkerchief – see Appendix A
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Miraculously, three dances were learnt, “Two sticks and a
hankie”, as Mr Smith recalls. And so, on Saturday the 1st of
July, 1989, Holt Morrismen as they then called themselves,
successfully performed Balance the Straw, Young Collins and
The Curly Headed Ploughboy at the Holt Voluntary Controlled
Primary School summer fete. By all their accounts, it was a
triumph, thanks in no small measure to Mr Alex Szyszkowski,
Angel Morris’ concertina and melodeon player, who travelled
from London specially to provide live music for the first time
in the group’s short history.

Final rehearsal before the original Holt Morris’ first public performance

There remains a mystery about the make-up of the original
membership. Among notes for those early rehearsals is the
name ‘Charles’, with a line and question mark beside it,
suggesting an unknown surname. “I’ve no idea who he is or
was,” says Mr Smith, who actually wrote the notes. “He never
turned up!” No one else seems to know either, but rather than
offend, he has been included, in the only way open to us, in the
following list of the original members :-
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Steve Tucker*5
Jon Nibbs*
Clive Sibley
Charles ------?

Bryan Baker*
Peter Smith*
Ross Ryan

Patrick Cousins*
Ray Dixon*
Andy Beck

An ironic footnote to that very first performance is provided by
one of the original members still with the team, Mr Patrick
Cousins. Then like the others a relative novice, but now one of
the most feared men in modern Morris, Mr Cousins twisted his
knee whilst failing to negotiate a galley, or was it an anacrusis,
and had to be taken to hospital to have his cartilage first
removed and then put in a bottle, the first exhibit in Holt
Morris Black Museum. Mr Cousins has long since made sure
that he was not the only member to sustain serious injury.6
In the post-performance euphoria, very similar, it is imagined,
to the pre-performance euphoria in Mr Smith’s garden in 1987,
it was agreed that, after the summer, with family holidays over,
and most of the harvest safely gathered in, interested parties
would reconvene, and set about the ‘serious business of
rigorous drinking preceded by a little social prancing about
that is modern Morris.’ 7
The style to be adopted would be the one known as Fieldtown,
particularly admired for its elegance and brooding menace, and
characterised as always keeping “the weight on the foot in the
air.”

5
6
7

Asterisks indicate someone still performing with Holt Morris
See footnote 1 on page 5
Definition not taken from the official website of The Morris Ring, which is
the National Association of Men's Morris and Sword Dance clubs
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Javelin throwing, acknowledging the acclaim for a well-deserved hundred,
and standing on point – all part of modern Morris.
Note how all the dancers’ feet are in identical positions – that’s the precision
that is Holt Morris
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EARLY YEARS
Progress was swift. Within months, the following appeared in
the Wiltshire Times, a newspaper known never to suffer fools
gladly, so it must have been a pretty glum reporter who came
up with this little number :-
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Far from being a bunch of bowler-hatted civil servants, the side
numbered among its members an actor/carpenter, a purveyor of
animal foodstuffs, a parfumier and an officer in Her Majesty’s
Royal Navy no less. Nor did they ever wear ‘colourful robes’,
and as for dancing the night away, they were always finished
and in the pub by about quarter to ten. The photograph
however is authentic early Holt Morris.
Only a month later, in May 1990, the side gave its first public
paid [£20] performance, at the St Lawrence School fete in
Bradford on Avon.
Another month on, and the side hardly yet out of its musical
nappies, they invited the illustrious Angel Morris to join them
in a dance off in the picturesque nearby village of Lacock, a
village literally trapped in time, and of course made famous by
the fact that Pride and Prejudice, Cranford, The Mayor of
Casterbridge and Randall and Hopkirk (Deceased) all lived
there at one time or another. Once again the mighty Wiltshire
Times was there to capture the moment :-
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“A poor lone photographer, turning his hand to a bit of copy,”
said a magnanimous Mr Smith, shrugging off the inaccurate
genealogy contained in the caption. The London side sired Holt
of course, not vice versa.

Dress Code
It wasn’t long before the subject of uniform reared its head.

“And this man is now become a god” [Julius Caesar - W Shakespeare]
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Scrambled together for that first outing on the school
playground, the strip had consisted of straw boaters, white
shirts, black trousers, white socks, black laced-up Doc Martins
and red and green crossed shoulder bands. After seemingly
endless debate, it was agreed to add black waistcoats, exchange
boaters for bowlers and transfer the red and green baldricks to
the hats. This remains the uniform to this day.

Early kit showing the notorious ‘hat transition’ [MM]
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The waistcoat badges are optional, added as the side performs
at venues where they sell commemorative badges, and are felt
to bear witness to the status of the wearer, in much the same
way as children vie with one another to acquire the largest
collection of My Little Pony or The Sylvanian Family.
But not content with a uniform, Holt Morris decided it needed
a logo to distinguish it from all the other Morris sides that
people knew nothing about.

Rampant Badger
The badger was adopted as the emblem because, with its
predominantly black and white markings, it was almost
indistinguishable from a Morris man in full kit.
Cue now for another shadowy figure to enter the story. Known
only as ‘professional graphic designer Pete Rose of
Bedfordshire’, a professional graphic designer from
Bedfordshire called Pete Rose was asked to submit some
sketches for a Holt Morris badge.
Mr Rose’s very first thoughts were snapped up, and the
Rampant Badger was born. The relevance of ‘rampant’ appears
to have been obscured by the mists of time, but is probably a
reference to heraldic symbolism, in itself a clever, almost
Freemason-like secret nod and a wink to the fact that almost
everything Morris men do is ‘redolent with symbolism.’8

8

See Mr Jonathan Nibbs' introduction to The Hollow Tree on page 52
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Meles Meles Holtoniensis - the rampant badger

Quarter size model of final full Holt Morris kit [MM]
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Making It Official
Now it had a badge, Holt Morris considered itself to have come
of age. It needed to join the wider Morris community. There
were two choices. The Morris Ring and The Federation.
The Ring is the National Association of Men’s Morris and
Sword Dance clubs. It had a reputation, possibly unwarranted,
for demanding an almost Masonic compliance with laid down
procedures, rituals, standards of dance, and above all, as its
name implies, it forbade the inclusion of women dancers. It
was also rumoured that at festivals from time to time, Ring
members, disguised as harmless civilians, patrolled the
dancing, checking up on members’ performances, dress code,
general behaviour and so on, and no doubt issuing warnings,
reprimands and/or Morris ASBOs to those who failed to pass
muster.
Unable to take itself quite so seriously, while determined
always to perform to the highest dancing standards, and also
seeing no reason why women shouldn’t do Morris if they so
desired, Holt decided to join The Federation, or Fed, as it is
affectionately known by members.
The Federation was originally a breakaway organisation,
formed by and for a bunch of unfortunates most of whom, by
an accident of birth only, had been forced to grow up to be
women, thus giving the lie to the belief that no Morris dancer
ever grows up.
A more relaxed outfit altogether, the Federation now embraces
female and male sides, as long as they pay their subs and, more
recently, don’t use amplifiers out in the open.
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THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION
In its twenty year career, Holt Morris has made an impressive
10 foreign visits.

Germany
The first venture abroad was at the tender age of five in 1994,
to Rhauderfehn, in Lower Saxony.
There were two impromptu dance sessions in Holland during
the above journey. Needless to say, the Dormouse slept through
both of them [see page 22].
In the following year, dancers from Rhauderfehn paid a visit to
Holt, and in 1996 Holt Morris returned the favour.
Here are Martin Moyes’ reminiscences of that 1996 trip as
published in the village magazine :“Two years ago the Holt Morris Men had a “boys weekend” in
Rhauderfehn - a village in Northern Germany close to Leer
which is the town twinned with Trowbridge. We made lots of
friends - last summer the Rhauderfehn Traditional Dance
Group stayed with us in Holt and we had an equally riotous
time. It was about then that the WAGGLE (Wives Are Going to
Germany, Leer and the Exhibition) was formed.
“It was impossible to resist the chance to return this Autumn, to
dance at the Ostfrieslandschau (a big agricultural and
commercial exhibition in Leer), to refresh our knowledge of
German beer and to down the obligatory Schnapps. Fearful of
the long time between the Tollgate closing and getting to the
Limerick Bar in Rhauderfehn, Ushers kindly provided in-flight
fuelling for the 11 Morris Men and 4 wives (yes, the WAGGLE
won) who created history by dancing a set under the English
Channel, half-way to bonny Frogland on Wednesday night.
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“Once again the overwhelming welcome and hospitality meant
that this story has had to be pieced together from hazy
memories, fuzzy photos and the newspaper reports. Leer
straddles the mighty river Ems, dwarfing the humble Biss, and
we were invited to take part in the annual procession of
illuminated boats - on the leading yacht. Thousands of Leer
residents lined both banks, appreciating our music floating
across the water nearly as much as we appreciated the
Captain’s hospitality. Beating the big drum whilst the Morris
Men “rowed” with their sticks amused even the dour Germans.
By a miracle we only dropped one camera into the river.
“Not content with hospitality in their homes, their town, the
Show and on the water, the Burgermeister of Rhauderfehn
entertained us to tea and presented us with a Coat of Arms and
commemorative gifts. There is a strong feeling that a United
Villages organisation would do the world a great deal more
good than the United Nations - now there’s a thought . . . .
“Despite our lack of German - and theirs of English - we kept
each other thoroughly amused, although what they made of the
recitations of ‘Mad Carew’ and ‘There’s a hole in my bucket’
(both with actions naturally - I’ll leave you to envisage “the
ball was at its height”) we may never know. In the middle of
our stay, Hill beat Schumacher to become World Champion so
we were able to stop harping on about the 1966 World Cup.
“15 sleepy people returned safely to Holt on Sunday evening –
I don’t think one cross word was exchanged in 4 days, not
counting the severe tickings-off we got from the Leer residents
for jay-walking.”
From Mr Cousins’ memoirs :“We were travelling in two hired mini buses, Squire Peter and
the girls in one (Hips & Haws) and most of the Lads in the
other. Halfway across and having Colin & Ray with us we
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decide to do a couple of dances under the Sea.
“On arriving in France, we told the Squire that we had
accomplished another first for Holt Morris, dancing under the
ocean. Dave Coldham suggested that we create a unique ‘T’
shirt to celebrate the occasion. He produced it and each dancer
and Muso who took part had one.
“On our first rehearsal back in the UK, we stripped off to start
a practice session at the Mount ‘P’ and all bar Squire Smith had
one. It still rankles with him to this day.”
Mr Smith has since been at pains to point out that the cause of
his distress is not that he hasn’t got a T-shirt, but rather the
wholly inapt strap line on said T-shirt – “Fast and Deep.” The
signature style of Holt, beloved everywhere, he maintains, is
“Slow and High”.

Contentious T-shirt designed by Mr Dave Coldham
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Baker taking performance-diminishing drugs prior to dancing,
Rhauderfehn 1996

Dave Coldham receives team colours at roadside pit stop,
Rhauderfehn 1996
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Mr Cousins’ memoirs also supplied the following anecdotes for
that momentous trip :Dormouse sleeps through Europe
“Ross had agreed to be the navigator on arrival in Belgium to
take us to Germany. On leaving the ferry at 0600 with the boys
drifting off to sleep again, it left me driving with Ross ready to
navigate beside me.
“After exiting the docks I arrived at the start of the motorway
and turned to ask which direction should I take? Yes, you
guessed it. Ross too was fast asleep, leaving me to drive, in fact
through Belgium and well into Holland.
“It wasn’t until I was leaving the motorway on a slip road to a
service area that Ross awoke to ask me if we had left the docks
The mysterious canal bike
“On arriving in Rhauderfehn we were billeted in and around
the town. We had agreed to meet in the town bar that evening.
All of us made it except Dennis & Jim 2 who did not show up
all evening.
“The next day we found out that they had borrowed some bikes
from their hosts and decided to take a canal ride. When asked
what happened, they were reluctant to offer a explanation,
other than that it was further than they thought.
“Where they went on the mist laden Canal ride is now one of
Holt Morris great mysteries. There are many theories,
including abduction by aliens, but more than likely is that they
stopped for a refreshment break and then retired.”
It is perhaps not surprising how many of the great Holt Morris
adventures involve and/or are actually the direct result of
‘refreshment breaks.’
A third and in some ways unfortunately memorable third visit
to Germany took place in 1999 when the side took part in the
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Rhine Army Summer Show, near Paderborn, east of the
industrial heartland of the Ruhr. The trip was arranged by an
outfit calling itself Starfire Entertainments, but which one
member of Holt Morris renamed Surefire Disasters, and even
the mild-mannered squire of that era, Peter Smith, described
them as absolutely hopeless.
Accommodation was allocated along military lines, officers, ie.
Squire and Baggo, in officers’ quarters, and the foot soldiers in
the bit normally inhabited by the squaddies. Smarting from this
undemocratic differentiation, and assuming their building to be
empty, the main body of men were soon flouncing about in
various states of undress, making rather a lot of noise. Suffice it
to say, the rest of the building was not uninhabited, and certain
confrontations with less than chuffed personnel of a military
persuasion did take place, the rest, apparently, being history.
Mr Cousins’ memoirs are strangely silent about this incident.

Bar staff from the Spiegeltent, Paderborn, 1999
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Current squire, Mr Bryan Baker, has kindly supplied the
following account of the incident now known as the Paderborn
Snake :“During our ‘Tour of Duty’ supporting the British Army of the
Rhine at their Summer Show we spent several days as guests of
the Army at the Paderborn Base in Germany. Although we
were wined, dined and waited on in the best traditions of the
British Army, we did on one occasion decide to “go our own
way” and enjoy an evening to ourselves at a restaurant in the
town of Paderborn, about a mile from the base. After a really
good meal, accompanied by an almost sufficiency of wine, beer
and of course schnapps, we set out on our walk back to the
base at about midnight.
“As we strode purposefully homeward, Lt. Cdr. Ray Dixon
RN(Rtd) and I Bryan led the field, being some distance ahead
of the rest of our group. We were walking side by side along a
poorly lit pavement, having a deep and meaningful
conversation about … something. Ray was outside of me
walking precariously along the edge of the pavement when
suddenly and without warning he launched himself head first
across my path and nose-dived into the driveway of a house we
were passing. I stopped in my tracks – stunned! For an instant
I was very concerned that Ray had sustained a serious injury, as
he lay there motionless! I bent down and carefully rolled him
onto his side, not knowing what I was going to find but fully
prepared for the worst. “Did you see it?” he blurted out. “See
what?” I asked relieved that at least he was speaking. “The
deadly snake that was about to strike you” he replied. “ I felt
the urge to protect you so I dived at it” By this time the rest of
our merry band had caught up just as I was helping Ray to his
feet. He repeated the snake story and was very convincing, and
still is to this day. Was this a Merlin-like fulfilment of some
ancient prophecy protecting a future Squire of Holt Morris? Or
was it simply a case of falling off the kerb and losing one’s
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balance? We may never know, but we can all rest assured
knowing that the protection of Her Majesty’s subjects is in the
capable hands of our trained service personnel9.
“As for the snake, it was never seen again. It obviously
thought that a tactical retreat was called for, I mean what would
you do on seeing a human Exocet hurtling towards you
shouting Agghhh!!!”

Extract auf ein local deutsches zeitung
9

Ray was subsequently awarded “The Paderborn Snake” trophy at one
of our award nights for his selfless action and bravery shown in the
protection of his teammate
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France

‘Princess Royal’ in the rain, France, Estréelles (Montreuil) Sept 2001

The group has paid no fewer than five visits to France - three to
Cherbourg, and one each to Montreuil and Bayeux.
This is Mr Cousins on an early excursion to France in 1998 :Drinks from nowhere
“During the evening on the Ferry the ‘The Boys from the
Backroom’( the HM band) struck up a session as a prequel to
the dancing, some drinks appeared on the table and I thanked
Ray. However, he was bemused as he said he thought I had
bought the round. In fact we asked everybody else and no one
knew who had bought them. It wasn’t until we spotted a waiter
delivering yet another round of drinks that it became clear that
the French Businessmen at the Bar were responsible.
“Anton Cordial had broken out. Vive Le Revolution.
(Efforts to track down Mr Cordial have so far proved fruitless.
Ed.)
“Meanwhile, later that night it became clear that our French
fans wanted to see some of this ‘Morris Dancing’.
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“It was past midnight and the DJ had just fired up his decks.
We explained to our French colleagues that we could not
perform with the Disco in full flow. With that, one of them had
a swift discussion with the DJ, resulting in a shortage of
electrical power for the decks.
“Without further ado we gave an exhibition, which included
‘Leapfrog’ dedicated to the French. Needless to say the night
was a long one."
Mr Moyes recalls the 2001 trip to Montreuil thus :The hairdresser, the late dance and the blind bus-driver
“Through the Channel Tunnel, a short drive south-west from
Calais (over what used to be English soil!) and the combined
forces of Holt Morris (traditional Morris dancing) and Hips &
Haws (English and Welsh clog dancing) arrived in the two,
tiny, twin villages of Estrées and Estréelles on a Friday evening
in September.
“Naturally both communities – despite having under 250
inhabitants each – boasted a Mayor and a Town Hall, and one
even had its own leisure and tourism organiser. Everyone
turned out to greet us for the first of numerous civic receptions
and the like, all involving celebratory drinks.
“The hairdresser was of course Colin Wyatt (stylist to the
Stars) who plays music for both the dance groups and who,
with his old school friend who lives in Estrées, organised –
over the course of several stressful months – this amazing trip
“After a further drink or three, a feast in the village hall and
several incomprehensible speeches in both French and English,
we scattered to our generous host families and in some cases to
a further meal! On Saturday it rained a little – traditional, as all
Holt Morris groupies know – but our visit to Montreuil was a
resounding success. The place itself is amazing, a small town
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with huge brick ramparts built in the 9th century and still
enormous despite being reduced several times by a succession
of invaders. They even have the statue of an English army
officer in General de Gaulle Square! We danced all round the
town to very appreciative audiences, the clog dancers making
up for their low numbers (just Nerys and Marianne) with an
astonishing display of skill and enthusiasm.
“Lunch in a fine French restaurant was typical of the whole
weekend, really. The two chefs were respectively the son and
the daughter’s boyfriend of Colin’s friend’s partner (did you
follow that?) and we shared the dining room with a 50th
wedding anniversary party. Needless to say Nerys and Colin
performed a song for the “bride and groom” who were very
appreciative, maybe a trifle bemused. It was perhaps lucky for
the entente cordiale that they had not understood all of the
words. The Mayor of Montreuil had had to rush off to Paris so
we missed his speech, but he did have the good sense to leave a
large tab behind the bar of a local Brasserie for us, kind and
thoughtful man that he is. We did justice to his generosity.
“A short trip to the seaside was not without incident. For a start
it was a typical English affair – freezing sea, a wind blowing
powerfully enough to lift the fine sand into the ice cream and
Jonathan paddling with a handkerchief knotted on his head.
Less amusing (at the time) was the angry Dane who lodged a
formal complaint that the door mirror of one of our minibuses
had injured his arm as we drove by. French Gendarmes are
evidently not the devils they are usually portrayed to be. As it
gradually emerged that we had been doing about 5mph, that the
Dane had stepped into the road and that he was completely
uninjured (apart from his feelings) the role of law-enforcer
turned into peacemaker and all turned out well – quite a relief,
really. Ross, who sleeps for England, coped with the stress of
all this with a quiet snooze in a shorefront café.
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“The evening was the high point of the Estrées and Estréelles
annual social calendar – a sort of fête in the Village Hall to be
followed by a Barn Dance courtesy of the English (and Welsh)
invaders. The hours rolled by, with a sit-down dinner starting
several hours late, more speeches (of course) and presentations,
a tombola then a disco, a certain amount of drunkenness (not
from the British visitors) and eventually at about 1am, when
most people had either gone home or were asleep, the Barn
Dance was started. Despite heroic efforts, neither our energy
nor theirs was up to a multilingual “right-hand-star in the
ballroom hold” and we beat a tactical but amicable retreat!
“Sunday brought warm sunshine, sleepy dancers, further civic
receptions, a frighteningly early glass of champagne, a little
dancing in Estréelles, a mere three speeches then endless
farewells before starting the homeward trek. Not far up the
valley of the Course (the river which divides Estrées and
Estréelles) we arrived in the even tinier community of Courset
to another civic reception, just two speeches by their Mayor, a
feast, drinks and so on – a pattern we were beginning to be
familiar with. We danced for our supper, again to wild
appreciation from the French who clearly understand the skill
and precision of Holt’s finest.
“This time we had the added delights of a football pitch (for the
children, who took on France and won 364 to 288) and a group
photograph for the Press with the substantial Mayor all but
obscuring the visitors.
“The final legs of the homeward journey were not without
incident – Marian managed to drop and lose several passports
in the Shuttle terminal in France and Linda pointed out, with
great excitement, a man with a mirror on a stick looking for
illegal immigrants from Sangatte under the waiting vehicles.
He actually turned out to be a blind man walking to the toilets
with the aid of a long cane!
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“Near Maidstone we ejected our own blind bus driver. My lips
are sealed on the full extent of his misdemeanours but suffice it
to say that he is unlikely to be accompanying us in future. Him
aside, the weekend was as near perfect as you can imagine and
it was a tired but very merry bunch of assorted dancers,
musicians and camp-followers who blasted into Holt late on
Sunday evening.”

Holland
Though as yet not a specific destination for Holt Morris, two
somewhat unofficial displays were given at refreshment stops
on the long first drive to Rhauderfehn, [see Dormouse sleeps
through Europe, page 22]

Wales
In 2003 Holt Morris visited Tenby and Caldey Island, where
they were looked after by the same people who tend the monks.

2003 August Bank Holiday Caldey Island
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Mr Cousins again :“The Caldey Island trip was organised in response to a request
from Neil Brocklehurst’s father who, at the time was living and
working on the island as a weaver. The side was to go down on
the Saturday and cross to the island, then dance in the
afternoon and on the following day.
“The weather on the journey was wet and windy. It seemed all
crossings to the island had been cancelled for the day.
Assuming the worst, the side decided to go to Tenby and have a
day out. On arrival there however they found the weather much
improved, and although there were still no official crossings,
the Caldey Islanders were going to lay on a private boat to
ferry Holt Morris across.
“After a quick lunch the side danced for the folk of Tenby. A
hat passed round produced a generous response and the
collection was given to the islanders to pay for the ferry
crossing. This latter was indeed choppy but fine and
comfortable, all except for Trevor Wright, who managed to fall
foul of a massive wave while sitting in the ‘whale spotter’
position in the bow, much to the delight of son Bertie and his
supportive fellow dancers.
“In the evening the islanders put on a BBQ in a woodland
glade. The Boys from the Back Room followed this with their
own brand of music and song [see The Band]. The evening
concluded with a stroll to the headland to admire the stars,
which looked as though you could pick them from the sky,
which is the beauty of having no light pollution.
“The following day we danced in the village square for the
islanders, the monks and the day-trippers from the mainland,
followed by lunch at Neil’s dad’s.
“All too soon it was time to return home but all were
unanimous that it had been a special weekend.”
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Eire
In February 1999 the group visited Dublin, to enormous
acclaim.
Mr Cousins first this time :Which road should we take?
“After dancing all day in and around the square in Kildare, we
retired to the ‘Vatican’ pub. We were about to leave after lunch
when the landlady was closing the front doors, only to be told
to sit down and carry on drinking. It was required by law to
close on Sunday lunchtime, but it didn’t matter which side of
the door we were.
“Come the evening after just a few of the black stuff, and some
inside dancing (which included the girls clog dancing at the bar
on the slate floor tiles), we were ready to leave. I was attending
to the call of nature when Peter came in and said the rest of the
team had left for the station.
“On leaving the pub, we ran into blackness & snow. Running
across the square to the two exits Pete said ‘Which one?’
“Naturally, we took the wrong one and did not find this out
until a third of the way down the hill.
“Retracing our steps, we ran down the other hill to find the
lonely figure of Marianne who had stayed behind to look out
for us. We arrived back in Dublin to be faced by a worried
Colin accompanied by Steve, but as they say all’s well that
ends well.”
And Mr Moyes :Holt Morris go West . . .
“The Morris Men got a lovely warm welcome from the
residents of Holt on a cold wet Boxing Day: that must have
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been a good omen for their latest jaunt - a long weekend in
Eire.
“8 Morris dancers, 3 Clog dancers, three loyal camp-followers,
two musicians and a bag of sticks found themselves in Dublin
on a damp Rugby International weekend. Enjoying ourselves
was no problem at all at all - even if keeping up with Irish
drinking was a gritty test of our stamina. Despite a tantalising
loss to the French at Lansdowne Road the Irish kept their
spirits up (mostly in pint glasses) until long after we’d all gone
to bed.
“Even funnier than dancing in the rain was the queue of tour
buses stopping to point out the traditional Irish dancing in
Merrion Square - us! We didn’t scare the tourists - or the
natives - but did frighten the horses pulling cabs, with
predictable results on the pavement.
“Sunday found us in Kildare - guests of Dublin Morris and
temporary residents of an inappropriately-named pub - The
Vatican. It wasn’t difficult to tell that Kildare is the home of the
National Stud (Arkle’s skeleton was a bit of a clue), or that the
Irishman likes his pint (packed pubs, open nearly all day, gave
that away) or that the population enjoyed the dancing (we had
truly appreciative crowds for both Morris and Clog dancing on
the rawest of days).
“Just when we thought we might come home without major
embarrassment (despite Dave’s night-time habits, missing a
train, and the incident involving Patrick), the opportunity of
two birthdays on the Monday was celebrated over breakfast in
the hostel with a wheezy accordion and a dozen hung-over
choristers. Celebrations continued into the compulsory trip
round the Guinness brewery and we were pretty quiet as the
plane brought us back over a beautiful snow-clad Wales.
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“The spirit of an excellent weekend was summed up by the
elderly Irishman in Kildare who, after seeing us dance for 15
minutes or so, declared ‘If only I had known you were coming,
I would have been here to watch you myself’ ”.

Posing outside The Vatican in Kildare

China
This twentieth anniversary year was marked by an amazing
invitation to visit China for a dance festival. This was as a
result of some of the many Chinese students now in UK
visiting the great Wimborne festival and telling the cultural
authorities in Beijing of the phenomenon of English Morris
dancing. Sadly, the invitation came far too late for the side to
be able to say yes, but it is hoped that this may happen at a
future date.
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HOLT AT HOME
Bath and West Show
The first major event on the home calendar is the opening day
of the Bath and West Show at Shepton Mallet. For the last
couple of years, as well as dancing, the side has been called
upon to wassail up a bumper crop of cider apples. This
involves a rendition of the Gloucestershire Wassail and, this
year, provision of ‘bangs’ for the traditional muskets fired to
scare away the hordes of evil spirits which otherwise seem to
make a beeline for apple trees at this time of the year.
For Health and Safety reasons, what else, the muskets are now
forced to mime their explosions in order not to frighten the
animals, so on a cue from Mr Jonathan Nibbs, we all dutifully
shout “Bang!” three times and this apparently does the trick.
So far the side has found no similar ceremony for ensuring
good weather. The opening day is invariably wet. This year we
had torrential rain and bitter gale force winds. The subsequent
show days are equally invariably fine to scorching. Or maybe
the opening day performance is the magic that itself ensures
fair weather for the rest of the show. Ho hum!

Holt Music Festival
This is a village open air celebration, kicked off every year by
Holt Morris and where possible including appearances from
other Morris sides who have become friends over the years. 10
This year we hosted a visit from Wreckers Morris from St
Dominick in Cornwall. In addition to their slot at the festival,
they invited us to join them on the Sunday and we danced
down in the village and on the Green, after which the Ham
Tree provided excellent lunch for twenty six!
10

See list of injuries for the connection between Holt Morris and the
current England Football team – Appendix A
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Wimborne
The Wimborne Folk festival allows Holt Morris two
opportunities: one to take part in the great festival with its
massed Morris sides and its wonderful procession; the other to
go camping together.
It’s often referred to as Holt Morris on holiday as, after the first
boisterous years, wives and children are able to camp and
enjoy a couple of days together, in what for some reason has
nearly always been nice weather.

Family and friends, Wimborne 2009

Holt have been regulars at the festival itself for a number of
years now, and in 2008, the present Squire, Mr Bryan Baker
announced that the side had been awarded the prestigious
Victor Ludorum, or Best in Show trophy. Nobody else seemed
to know what this was, and as no prize or cup or set of rosettes
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has ever been forthcoming, we do not yet know if the award
was genuine, or a great big mickey-take, so no commemorative
T-shirts have yet been printed.
This year the weather was terrific, too hot if anything when
you’re wearing bowler hat and cords and still need to get those
knees up high. Holt fielded one of its largest contingents of
dancers, families and friends.

The side, Wimborne 2009

As a special nod to the twentieth anniversary, Holt Morris were
asked to lead off the senior sides in the Grand Procession
through the town.
As ever Old Harry from Dorset made their generous gift of
new sticks. One or two of the old ones [sticks] were looking
decidedly frayed towards the end of the festival, which
amazingly could not be said for any of our tempers.
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Head of the procession, Wimborne, 2009

Avebury
Hot on the heels of Wimborne comes the annual Summer
Solstice get together with Berkshire Bedlams in the village in
the stones, Avebury.
As well as providing another opportunity for Holt Morris to
show its amazing powers of renewal and fertilisation - they say
Stonehenge has its druids, Avebury has Holt Morris - the
village is roughly midway between the HQ’s of the two sides.
Legends have sprung up about this particular event, largely as a
result of what happened there in 2006. Because of its proximity
to Stonehenge, and that place’s notoriety for threatening
National Security with its waves of Peace People, pagans and
tree-huggers, the 2006 summer solstice at Avebury was
expected, at least by the police, to attract hordes of
undesirables who would presumably overrun the village and
the monument in the way that only undesirables can.
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Road blocks were set up on the entrances to the villages.
Helicopters were scrambled. There were dogs, swarms of
bobbies, intimidating 4x4s, and the chatter of radios. The
atmosphere was so tangible it was almost electric.11 Clearly the
peace-loving undesirables were expected to be up to no good.
Into this nuclear war waiting to happen stumbled the gentle
Holt Morris minibus, whose own complement of peace-loving
undesirables was actually armed with a bag of sticks which
bore a striking resemblance to pick-axe handles. Knowing that
a number of Morris sides were indeed bussed in as flying
pickets during the Miner’s strike of 1984/5, the driver edged
cautiously forward, and eventually was allowed through, and a
good time was had by all.
2007 saw less police, less intimidating roadblocks, no
helicopters and hardly any undesirables. They’d all gone,
apparently, to Stonehenge. The police officer who did inspect
the bus before allowing it in said cheerily, “You don’t recognise
me, do you, lads. I danced with you last year,” and courteously
removed the bollards which blocked the entrance to the car
park. This demonstrates, as if demonstration were needed, the
power of Morris dancing to bring together groups of people
who would otherwise be at each others’ throats.
Last year, 2008, there were hardly any police and hardly any
undesirables. Apart from Holt and Berkshire Bedlams, the
place was virtually deserted. This may sadly reinforce the old
saw “If you want to clear a place without drawing blood, send
in the Morris dancers,” although Holt Morris are perfectly
capable of drawing blood, albeit their own, when the occasion
requires it.12
11

12

See almost any BBC TV report from anywhere where anything is
happening
See footnote 4, page 7
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The way things are going, it is quite possible that this year,
2009, even Berkshire Bedlams won’t turn up. But if they do,
you can bet that Holt Morris will be there to show them just
how well they have mastered, and for copyright purposes
renamed one of their great dances, The Laughing, now
Stumbling Cavalier.

Children in Need
Each year for several years now, the town of Bradford on Avon
has played involuntary host to Holt Morris on the evening of
the Children in Need Telethon. This consists of visiting all the
pubs and threatening to dance unless a donation is given. The
people of Bradford have not been out in their thousands in the
last few years, possibly owing to the increasing bite of the
credit crunch, but every year their generosity has increased to
the point that in 2008, the event raised £700.
And it must be said that many of those who did donate, also
asked to see a dance or two, and there was a rumour that a
certain sum of money was pledged if the group would sing a
Beatles’ song, which they did on several occasions. This year,
one of the taxi drivers allocated to drive home the dancers at
the end of their exertions, also donated his fee to the charity.
Well done, Bradford.
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Carols at Mount Pleasant
For a considerable time the side has been rehearsing every
Thursday night at the Mount Pleasant Social Club in Bradford
on Avon, which has combined the advantages of a good-sized
dancing space with the club’s endearing habit of having
excellent and different guest beers every week.
An additional perk of this arrangement has been that the side is
invited each year, on the Thursday before Christmas, to the
clubs carol-singing evening. The price the club has to pay for
its kindness is to sit through an hour or so of superb Morris
dancing presented by Holt Morris, Bell’s Angels (Holt’s
women’s Morris side) and Chippenham’s Hips and Haws –
another women’s Morris side.
Mercifully the dancing is always cut short by the appearance of
Bathampton Morris, masquerading as actors, who perform a
magnificently irreverent version of a Mummers Play as a
preliminary to making their collection for charity.
Then the carolling begins, with hymn sheets provided by Holt
Morris. Mr Jonathan Nibbs leads the assembled company,
musical accompaniment is provided by the massed bands of
Holt Morris and Hips and Haws, and 2008 was the sixteenth
year of this excellent pre-Christmas occasion. A popular
addition this year was the segue-ing of Edelweiss on to the end
of Silent Night, to the delight, to judge by the rousing finale, of
the entire assembly.
As with other Holt Morris vocal outings, proceedings are
always brought to a conclusion by Mr Nibbs performing the
Wiltshire Song to huge acclaim, and always enlivened by the
unison chanting of his fellow Morris men on the roistering
chorus ‘To be a Farmer’s Boy’.
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Boxing Day
What began with just one performance on Ham Green in 1989,
is now a full day’s event, commencing at 10am at the
Melksham end of the village in Little Parks. It progresses to
Lions Orchard, then Firlawn Nursing Home, the Holt
Superstore, and finally the Green, where it takes over the
Boxing Day entertainment baton from the annual Boules
championship, dances with that baton for half an hour or more,
and then sprints with it the short distance to the Ham Tree pub.
There the performers spend the rest of the day singing, playing
and accompanying a crowded pub with everything from early
Morris tunes, via Irish ballads to the works of Roy Orbison, the
Everleys, Cliff Richard and almost anyone anyone cares to
mention.
The Young Ones are clearly in evidence, and yes, the Fly is
invariably on the Turmut13 at some stage [see below – The
Wiltshire Song].

Leapfrog, Ham Green, Boxing Day 2002
13

Also rendered as Termit, Termot or Turmit – take yer choice
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At every stage in the dance down to the Green, local
inhabitants, allegedly completely voluntarily, come out suitably
mufflered and overcoated, to watch, hopefully applaud, and to
provide much needed refreshment.
This varies from mulled wine and pastries, through simple cans
of beer, to sherry and mince pies at Firlawn, and whatever Paul
and Trish come out with at the Superstore, always involving
some spicy samosas and/or bajis.
It’s a wonderful village event in a wonderful village that
seems to enjoy celebrating whenever it gets the chance.

Shakespeare Live
The group has been providing the afore-play entertainment
since 1993.

Maid of the Mill at ‘Shakespeare Live’, 1995
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Village Hall Skittles Competition
Four victories, though sadly in this twentieth anniversary year
the side suffered an ignominious defeat in the second round.

Village Hall Quiz
One victory many years ago.

Village Pump Festival
Thirteen appearances. More than twice as many as the world
prestigious Albion Morris led by the world even more
prestigious Ashley Hutchings, he of Fairport Convention,
Steeleye Span, Morris On and of course the Albion Band.
Indeed so impressed was Mr Hutchings in 2006 with Holt
Morris’ unique and compelling brand of Cotswold dance that
he asked if he could play. Holt Morris had come of age.

Workshop at The Village Pump, 1999

1999 sadly saw the end of Ushers famous brewery. At the that
year’s Pump festival, toasts were drunk and, in the photo which
follows, Mr J Nibbs models the old sponsorship T-shirt and Mr
Dennis Brown, never one to shirk a responsibility, accompanies
this sad farewell to a loved ale on the melodeon.
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A farewell to the house of Ushers, 1999

The cloak of sponsorship was manfully donned by Wadworth’s
brewery and long may it continue.
Visits to festivals have long been a feature of Holt Morris’
performance calendar, and over the years Bampton, Swanage,
and Kirklington Lamb Ale have been graced.
.
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Kirklington Lamb Ale, dancing at Blenheim Palace, 1997

Lost children awaiting collection, Swanage 1994
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Feet together . . jump . . . the first recorded instance of a side arriving by
parachute, Kirklington 1997

Three Pigeons, Witney, with Angel Morris - a ‘mixed six’
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PLAYING AT HOME
The following short essay, by Mr Peter Smith, catalogues a few
of the less than salubrious incidents in the long and colourful
life of Holt Morris on home territory:“Let us be clear: the worst assaults and injuries to members of
Holt Morris have been through “friendly fire” (see List of
Injuries).
“However, although much loved by their adoring public, there
have, sadly, been occasions when both physical and verbal
abuse have been directed at the side, sometimes intentionally,
sometimes not, sometimes by humans, sometimes by rodents.
Rodent assault?
“Well, er, yes. One evening at the Tollgate Inn, Lt. Cmdr.
Dixon RNR was peaceably improving his darts skills after a
vigorous evening of Morris practise. Shortly before releasing
his third arrow for a possible 170 finish, his attention was
drawn to some unexpected activity close to his feet.
“Without being wholly aware of the imminent danger posed by
an aggressive and fast-moving Mus Musculus (House Mouse),
he engaged the beast in mortal combat and, glory be, came
through victorious and unscathed. [He stood on it. Ed]
Unpleasantness at the Swan Inn
“Each November Holt Morris bring fun and frolics to
“Children in Need” fundraising in Bradford on Avon. This is
almost universally welcomed and at worst tolerated by the
benign and courteous pubgoers of that town.
“There is but one blemish. In 2002, some two thirds round the
strenuous course of hostelries, Holt Morris pitched up at the
Swan Inn, where as usual the publican was kind and
welcoming.
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“After first attending to the important business of buying ale,
Mr J Nibbs, in an engaging and witty manner, called upon the
patrons to allow space for the side to perform. All patrons were
happy to move. All, that is, bar one. One who clung to the bar,
and to his bar stool. This one was located at the far north
eastern end of the dancing area, such as to impede the progress
of whomsoever was to perform at the coveted No 6 spot where,
as luck would have it, Mr Nibbs was to step up.
“Now Mr Nibbs is over endowed with charm and blarney, but
even his best efforts failed to move the immovable object
perched on the bar stool.
“And so began a rather odd rendition of the Morris, with 5
dancers moving in perfect synchrony to the music whilst No 6
was engaged in a curious kind of dogfight, neatly sidestepping
Barstoolman (by now kicking and elbowing) but retaliating
with an inventive if sometimes offensive range of verbal
retorts. The dance was completed, no blood appeared to have
been spilt, and Mr Nibbs offered a gracious “thank you” to his
erstwhile opponent.
“The crowd, of course, loved it, and the collection was
generous. And Barstoolman? Vanquished: though his ghost
may haunt the bars of Bradford, his barstool in the Swan
remains forever empty, a chilling testament to the awful power
of slow-danced Fieldtown Morris.”
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ANOTHER STRING
The Young Ones
. . . or the Holt Morris Pop Experience
Mr Peter Smith writes :“Many Morris sides, after delighting their audience with music
and dance, sustain the entertainment through repairing to the
nearest tavern, there to perform instrumental medleys and
traditional song. Holt Morris not only do this, but also offer a
nostalgic 50s and 60s pop experience which is often
astonishingly well received.
“How has this departure from the norm come to pass?
“In 1992, the Famous Angel Morris held a 20th anniversary
party, to which they invited Holt Morris and other chums.
Those attending were asked to provide a 15 minute
entertainment for others at the party.
“Noting that the paid performers at the event included those
chart-topping funsters “Brett Marvin and the Thunderbolts”,
members of Holt Morris scoured their vinyl collections for
complex musical arrangements likely to thrill the discerning
party-goers. A long list of Cliff Richard, Buddy Holly, Everly
Brothers, Elvis Presley, and Beatles numbers were finally
narrowed down to: “The Young Ones”, “Girl of my Best
Friend”, “Three Steps to Heaven” and “Eight Days a Week”.
“Ferocious auditioning followed and, by objective application
of the criteria “are you in Holt Morris?” and “are you going to
the party?”, the following multi-talented combo was
assembled :“Lead singer - Mr Nibbs
“Backing singers - Messrs Dixon, Hopkins, Cousins and Smith
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“Backing band - Mr Sibley, lead guitar; Mr Beck, rhythm
guitar, and a Mr Moran (on loan from Angel Morris) on Bass
guitar.
“Regular practices were held at Lenton Villa with Mr Nibbs
inspiring, through his meticulous tutelage and careful
preparation, performances which approached the mediocre.
“The backing singers worked tirelessly around a broom
pretending to be a microphone, and soon demolished the
Shadow walk and then the spinturn so favoured by teddy boy
throwbacks ‘Mud’ in their 1970’s revival of ‘Three Steps to
Heaven’.14
“Needless to say the performance at the Angels’ bash was a
triumph, with Mr Nibbs to the fore in a splendid white
sharkskin tuxedo. Brett and other members of the Thunderbolts
expressed their admiration in synch with the audience by
clapping fitfully and stumbling through the chorus lyrics. Later,
autographs were sought and refused in line with strict Holt
Morris media protocols.
“And so was born the Holt Morris Pop Experience, still
performed to ever diminishing standards to often intoxicated
audiences. There has, over the years, been careless talk of
adding new songs to the repertoire. To date, nothing has
changed so it’s probably safe to assume that such lofty
ambition will never be realised.”

14

Although rehearsed to perfection as a backing singer, Mr Baker had to
miss the performance because he had to attend his mother's wedding.
He is keen to point out that this was her second marriage
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The Wiltshire Song
And of course, one must not mention The Wiltshire Song, with
its fly and its termit15 and its harking back to the golden age of
poverty, cheap labour, press gangs and corrupt politicians. This
[the song and not the golden age] is largely the preserve of Mr
Jonathan Nibbs, justifiably referred to as the voice of Holt
Morris.
Who can forget his ‘The more you applaud, the more the sun
will shine’ or his assurance that the The Hollow Tree dance is
‘literally redolent with symbolism’16 ?
The sunshine quotation is actually stolen, as is so much of Holt
Morris, from Angel Morris and Jonathan has never been heard
to explain what the symbolism actually symbolises.
Perhaps that is the meaning of ‘redolent’ in this context.

Jonathan Nibbs, second from the left, during a traditional refuelling session

15
16

Or however you want to spell it!
For further mention of Mr Nibbs and other members of the side, see
Table of Self-inflicted Injuries.
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THE BAND
“If only we had one!” Mr Patrick Cousins.
“If only you would listen to it!” Mr John Bond.
A grossly underrated, misunderstood and undervalued
component of Morris dancing, (particularly by the dancers
themselves) is the ‘band’.
It is possible to dance without music. But the musicians
provide that essential lift, that scaffold of relentless regular
rhythm, and let’s face it, an opportunity for the audience to find
enjoyment, if not in the spectacle, then at least in the wonderful
tunes.
To the dancers themselves, at least in Holt Morris, there are
only three types of music, too fast, too slow and just right.
There are some historians who believe that the fairy tale of
Goldilocks and the three bears is a barely veiled parable of the
relationship between Holt’s dancers and its musicians.
Holt’s complement of musicians at present contains four
melodeon players, two on concertina, a fiddle player, a
trombonist, rhythm guitar and, yet to be seen in public, a small
hand-made ukulele.

The Boys from the Back Room
After many performances, when the dancing has to stop, the
tireless musicians transform themselves into what can only be
described as a scratch ceilidh band, providing music and an
opportunity for Mr Cousins to entertain with some much-loved
songs, many of which have an Irish flavour.
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Holt Morris musicians, practice night at the Mount Pleasant Club,
Bradford on Avon
Below: the Club knows how to look after men at the peak of physical fitness
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THE WAY FORWARD
Earlier this year, and not for the first time, Holt Morris danced
for Wiltshire Radio. This was in response to an article in a
national newspaper, which described Morris dancing as in
serious decline.
It referred to numbers, not the standard of dancing. In that
broadcast, the current squire, Mr Bryan Baker, while failing to
point out that a number of the longest serving members of Holt
Morris are indeed in decline, was quick to point out that the
side has recruited a number of new members only recently. The
demand for the side’s services is still growing.
The band has also swelled its ranks again and has even
ventured to explore some of the more rarefied areas of Morris
music-making, to wit the blues, and country and western.
Far from declining, Holt Morris, and its better side, Bells
Angels, are fit and well, and going from strength to strength.
And maybe it won’t be too long before China is added to the
battle honours. As they say in Beijing:-

Anyone know the Mandarin for ‘redolent with symbolism’?
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AND WHY ‘STUMBLING CAVALIERS?’
Stumbling may be gloriously self-explanatory, to anyone who
has seen Holt Morris towards the end of their gruelling Boxing
Day tour of the village. However, the name arose from the
dance called “The Laughing Cavalier”, which with customary
generosity and honesty, Holt Morris stole from their good
friends and dancing partners at Avebury, Berkshire Bedlams.
Using modern technology, the Bedlams were clandestinely
filmed during the solstice. Week after week, for a seemingly
endless period of time, precious practice time was given over
to failing hopelessly to master this tricky and complex dance.
The task seemed impossible. Time after time, endeavour turned
to exasperation as, one after another, highly skilled experienced
Cotswold men argued among themselves that the other seven
had all got it wrong. So ‘Laughing’ became ‘Stumbling’.
Disputes arose as to what exactly was happening on the pirated
video. At one point the dance was completely rechoreographed and rehearsed only for it to be agreed, after
some weeks, that the original way had been correct all along.
During this time, several members of the band found that
lichen had started to grow on their northern flanks and some
wags suggested that the dance be left in its raw and hopeless
state and trotted out as a comic item.
But they got there in the end. And so Stumbling Cavaliers
became once again Lords of the Dance. In fact, at Avebury this
year, not only did they perform the dance for Berkshire
Bedlams, but with them, and without mishap, the combined
dancers outnumbering spectators by an embarrassing amount.
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PADSTOW – 20th ANNIVERSARY TOUR
“Padstow town’s in Cornwall ...
... the river Camel deep and wide ...” [Robert Browning]
For our twentieth anniversary treat, we decided to impose
ourselves for a day on the town of Padstow in Cornwall. Peter
Smith sorted out our accommodation at the Youth Hostel at
nearby Treyarnon Bay, sought permission from the
Harbourmaster to dance on the quay, and courteously informed
the Tourist Information of our impending arrival.
The Youth Hostel was superb, with sea view, showers, full
English breakfast, friendly staff, and Betty Stoggs in bottles.
After a superb barbecue on the beach, cooked by Messrs Drake
and Gibson, and watched by a bunch of herring gulls, we
returned to the hostel, and not wishing to ruin the evening for
the rest of the guests, promptly performed Shepherds’ Hey in
the somewhat cramped space between the tables. This went
down surprising well, resulting in an invitation to a birthday
party on the opposite headland for the following evening.
[Owing to another commitment (see below) we were unable to
attend said party.]
On Saturday morning, having partaken of the superb and
generous breakfast, we settled down in the dining area, to
entertain ourselves with tales of Mr Bond’s generous snoring
and to watch the Cornish rain thrashing down outside. It did
not look good.
But the rain stopped. We caught the bus into the town and set
off for the North Quay. At ten thirty the town did not seem
overburdened with boisterous holiday makers or anybody
much and so we made our jingling way virtually unchallenged
to our proposed dancing spot outside the Tourist Information
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office. On the way we passed the Rick Stein Fish and Chip
Shop, the Rick Stein Deli[catessen], and the Rick Stein seafood
restaurant.
On arrival at the North Quay, Mr Smith went to check in with
the Harbourmaster. His office was shut. Mr Smith went to
check in with Tourist Information. They had never heard of us.
In spite of Mr Smith’s copious emails, word appeared not to
have reached either of the two women providing the
information for Tourists that morning.
“Yes, I suppose it’s alright,” said one of them unconfidently but
no doubt mentally licking her lips at the thought of the hordes
of tourists we would attract and who would no doubt think the
whole thing had been arranged by the Padstow Tourist Board.
She did however add a proviso, “If we do get busy, you’ll have
to move!”
So with this welcome tucked under our arms, we decided to
dance first in the road outside the Shipwright’s Arms, vowing
to step aside in untraditional manner, should any vehicle
require passage through.
The moment we began dancing, a white delivery van appeared
from nowhere. As vowed, the whole side, still dancing, still
maintaining formation rhythm and a sense of tradition, moved
to the side of the road. In spite of being waved wildly through
by the non-dancing members of the side, the driver stubbornly
refused to budge till the end of the dance, whereupon he
applauded, waved cheerfully and then drove slowly through the
by now substantial assembly of tourists.
We then moved to our allotted site in front of the Tourist
Information Office, taking the crowd with us.
As if to apologise for their somewhat meagre original
welcome, one of the women from the tourist place came out
during our first dance and very obviously plonked down a bill
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board which read “Wouldn’t you rather be surfing?”
Stopping only for refreshment, we did a full set there, then
moved on through the town to the Golden Lion pub, famous
among other things as being the point from which the famous
Padstow ‘Obby ‘Oss doth begin its famous procession on May
Day. On the way we passed the Rick Stein bakery and pasty
shop, but didn’t quite make it to the Rick Stein Hotel.
[It had been rumoured that Mr Stein, realising the enormous
publicity coup that our presence offered him on a plate, might
at some point make contact, possibly even offering us all
something on another plate, but he had obviously been warned
by the Harbourmaster to get out of town and rest up for the
Rick Stein book signing scheduled for the following
Wednesday.]
The landlord of the Golden Lion graciously agreed to us
dancing in the road outside the pub, the Morris equivalent of
bearding the ‘oss in his den. But after rumours of a funeral
procession passing by later, we decided on a short two dance
set. Into the deserted streets we stepped. But on the first notes
from the musicians :“... out of the houses the tourists came tumbling.
Families by tens and dozens ...”
Then back to the quay for a last session and more refreshment.
In the evening, we decided to go for a mass meal at a huge
eatery that had once been a pub. After carveries, lemon sole,
steak, seafood platter and so on, we retired to the bar for the
usual music bash/Holt Morris pop experience.
But it looked no more promising than the weather had done
earlier in the day. To quote Mr Patrick Cousins from his postPadstow newsletter :59

“Permission had been sought by our Hierarchy to play some
music, but after sitting in the Bar for a while it seemed that this
would not be appropriate. How wrong could we have been?
“We decided to test the water with the playing of a quick jig.
This was greeted by enthusiastic applause, and soon the bar
area was full. Ted sang some particularly fine and tuneful songs
and I followed with some pub favourites ... and was told that I
was occasionally in key. Which one remains a mystery ... The
‘Lacklustre Brothers’ reformed and all the side sang a lusty
accompaniment to the many sixties numbers and a rousing
‘Wiltshire Song’
“Just as we were leaving a lady came up to us and asked if she
could sing a couple of numbers and would our choir
accompany her. Well what a voice. A real belter & what a fine
end to the evening. We left with the audience wanting more and
went back to our bunks tired little bunnies.”
We had chosen this particular eatery, The Farmer’s Arms,
rather than the nearby Cornish Arms, using the traditional ‘dip
dip dip, my blue ship’ method. The latter establishment has, of
course, recently been taken over by Mr Rick Stein.
The tour was such a brilliant success that we all agreed never to
try and repeat it. Our thanks to the staff at the Treyarnon Bay
hostel and to their other guests, to the landlord of the Golden
Lion, the lovely tourists and especially the little ones who
danced along with us and clapped so energetically, to Pete,
Bryan, Nick, Allan, Martin, Jonathan, Ted and his family,
Terry, Neil, Patrick and his family, Mark, Stephen, Ray, Colin
and John for making it such an unqualified triumph.
Here’s to twenty more glorious years, when at least two of the
present side will be eighty seven!
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APPENDIX A
List of Injuries

Mr Neil Brocklehurst and the bloodstained hankie.

During a particularly vigorous practice session, Mr
Brocklehurst was seen to fall to the floor clutching his head.
Towering over him, stick in hand shouting “You went the
wrong way!” was . . . Mr Patrick Cousins.
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The following list appeared in ‘LAST’, produced by Holt
Morris and described as an unbiased appreciation of '93/'94 :Squire

Bad Back

Baggo
Bryan
Clive
Andrew V
Dennis
Patrick

Bleeding ears
Crushed finger
Crushed finger
Crushed finger
Crushed finger
Crushed finger

Patrick

Cartilage loss

Jonathan

Split trousers
Bad back

Trevor

Trombonist lip

Trevor
Terry

Drinker’s elbow
Crushed finger

Ross

Nasty rash
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Claims surface was not
compatible with his
particularly versatile and
virulent style of dancing
Permanent injury
Hit by Patrick
Hit by Patrick
Hit by Patrick
Hit by Patrick
Hit by Bryan, Clive, Baggo,
Andrew V, Dennis, Clive etc
Actually it happened a few
years ago but he never lets us
forget it
A veil has been drawn over
this incident
He has heard there is to be
a film of HRH’s life and the
injury is probably due to
training for the auditions.
Mind you, we haven’t seen
him playing Polo (yet)!
Suspected straight right from
Corinne
Professional hazard
Deliberately put his finger
under Squire’s stick during a
dance at Whitchurch
(on both kneecaps) due to the
length of his blue training
shorts

Jim 1

Sprained ankle

Last seen falling off the edge
of a very large steak
sandwich
Peter
Numerous
Turned ankle and broke fifth
metatarsal during first
preliminary dance on Ham
Green prior to Holt Music
festival June 2003 [success of
festival not affected]. Same
injury sustained by David
Beckham and Wayne Rooney
who may yet have a future in
Morris.
John Bond Concussion
Hit on head with drumstick
by Patrick, while playing
guitar in procession at
Wimborne 2007
And most recently, from the 9th issue of Mr Cousins’
innovative newsletter ‘View from the Inside,’ from which it can
be seen that if you want a quiet safe life, stick [sic] to linedancing :“Hard session finalizing the dances for Friday’s perf in
Melksham ... [Before the showing in Melksham Town Hall of
the film ‘Morris: A Life with Bells On’] All going well until
Terry tweaked a knee muscle, so now down to basic 6 for
tomorrow . . .
“And . . .
“ ‘Stumbling’ going well until halfway through Nick turned to
stick with me, holding his nose: not easy when trying to stick
in 2 different directions. I said ‘It’s ok. There’s no blood.
Probably only broken’. Nick muttered ‘That’s all right then,’
and on we went.
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APPENDIX B
Current Dancers
Bryan Baker
Mark Brown
Nick Drake
Jonathan Nibbs
Stephen Tucker
Bertie Wright
Allan Gibson

Neil Brocklehurst
Patrick Cousins
Terry Hopkins
Peter Smith
Chris Tunnicliffe
David “Ted” Powles

Resting Dancers
Gary Baker
Andy Beck
Dave Coldham
Simon Meade-King
Ross Ryan
Jack Slack
Neil Townsend

Simon Baker
Cerys Brocklehurst
Jim Fuller
Ollie Moore
Clive Sibley
Jim Smith
Andrew Vickery

APPENDIX C
Musicians
Ray Dixon - melodeon
Martin Moyes - concertina
Trevor Wright – trombone
Bertie Wright - melodeon
Colin Wyatt – melodeon
Patrick Cousins – percussion
Ted Powles – concertina, ukulele
John Bond – guitar, melodeon, piano
Resting Musicians
Dennis Brown - melodeon, whistle, fiddle, Northumbrian pipes
Clive Sibley - melodeon, guitar and mandolin
Jonathan Nibbs - spoons
Bryan Baker - bodhran
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APPENDIX D
Squires
Peter Smith
Bryan Baker

1989 – 2006
2006 -

Bryan Baker

Peter Smith
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APPENDIX E

Glossary - some common Morris terms explained
Anacrusis
Obscure anagram of Cuban Missile Crisis.
Badger
To arrive at a pub in full Morris kit and to annoy a perfectly
happy set of punters by performing, to the untrained eye,
almost identical dances to the same droning tunes, and often
then taking a hat round for some charity.
Baggo
A bottomless pit of need when it comes time for subs.17
Dance Off
A polite way of requesting that a side move to another location.
Fieldtown
A style of Morris noted for its elegance and brooding menace,
in which the weight is always on the foot in the air.
Galley
“A rowing boat, or ship’s kitchen. Anybody knows that.” Lt
Cdr R Dixon RN Rtd
Holt Morris
Luke 14 21 ... “Bring in the halt and the lame.” This is thought
by some to be the only known Biblical reference to a specific
Morris side, albeit using the earlier spelling Halt, but the close
proximity of the word ‘lame’ would seem to give the game
17

See below - Subs
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away. The confusion of spellings associated with the village
name is confirmed of course by the oft-quoted local bon mot “Holt? Who goes there?” And there are those who believe that
the side’s mostly recently adopted and eponymous nom de
plume, “The Stumbling Cavaliers”, is a subliminal harking
back to those early days in Palestine, when Morris dancing was
regarded as an infectious illness, hence the bells.
Morris Dancing
From The Reaper Man by Terry Pratchett :“The Morris dance is common to all inhabited worlds in the
multiverse.
“It is danced under blue skies to celebrate the quickening of the
soil and under bare stars because it’s springtime and with any
luck the carbon dioxide will unfreeze again. The imperative is
felt by deep-sea beings who have never seen the sun and urban
humans whose only connection with the cycles of nature is that
their Volvo once ran over a sheep.
“It is danced innocently by raggedy-bearded young
mathematicians to an inexpert accordion rendering of ‘Mrs
Widgery’s Lodger’ and ruthlessly by such as the Ninja Morris
Men of New Ankh, who can do strange and terrible things with
a simple handkerchief and a bell. And it is never danced
properly.
“Except on the Discworld, which is flat and supported on the
backs of four elephants which travel through space on the shell
of Great A’Tuin, the world turtle.
“And even there, only in one place have they got it right. It’s a
small village high in the Ramtop Mountains, where the big and
simple secret is handed down across the generations.
“There, the men dance on the first day of spring, backwards
and forwards, bells tied under their knees, white shirts flapping.
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People come and watch. There’s an ox roast afterwards, and it’s
generally considered a nice day out for the family.”
Redolent
A state of razor-sharp readiness, as in the run up to an atomic
war, or watching the second-hand creep towards opening time.
The Federation
A brewery.
Side
Subtle spin exerted on a band of Morris dancers in order to
negotiate awkward gaps.
Subs
In Holt Morris, the province of Lt Cdr R Dixon Rtd, whichever
way you look at it.18
The Morris Ring
The gently soothing sound of the Morris bell.

18

No offence, Ray! [JRB]
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Twenty Years on . . .
Holt, in Wiltshire, is one of only a few villages in the United Kingdom
that can boast (if it so wishes) its very own Morris side.
It started as a group of fully-grown, responsible family men trying to
help the Holt village school fete.
What made them take up something as ancient and unfamiliar as
Morris Dancing ?
Why have they kept on doing it and, after twenty years, are they still
enjoying it ?
This is their story so far; a celebration of 20 years of endeavour,
triumph and disaster, fun and, we hope, entertainment.

Holt Morris 1989 to 2009 . . .

